Reportorial
Requirements

Transfer /
Movement of
Sugar

OFFENSES

1st Offense

2nd Offense

3rd Offense

Sec. 2.1

Php500.00/day of delay

Php800.00/day of delay

Php1,000.00/day of delay and/or
suspension or revocation of
license

Sec. 2.3

Php5,000.00

Php10,000.00

Php15,000.00 and/or suspension /
cancellation of license

Sec. 2.8

Php1,000.00/day

Php2,000.00/day

Php3,000.00/day and/or
suspension or revocation of
license

Sec. 3.1

Php5.00/Lkg but in no case lower
than Php5,000.00

Sec. 3.2

Php100.00/Lkg

Php150.00/Lkg

Php200.00/Lkg &/or suspension
or revocation of license or
blacklisting.

Sec. 3.8

Php100.00/Lkg

Php150.00/Lkg

Php200.00/Lkg and/or
suspension or revocation of
license or black-listing.

Sec. 3.9

Php100.00/Lkg but in no case
lower than Php3,000.00

Sec. 4.5

Php100.00/Lkg

Operations

Sec. 4.8

Penalties

Php150.00/Lkg

Php200.00/Lkg and
payment of price
differential, if any.

Sec. 5.1

Php100.00/Lkg and payment of
price differential, if any.

Sec. 5.6

Php50.00/Lkg and forfeiture of Php100.00/Lkg and forbond
feiture of bond

Sec. 6.2

Php30,000.00 and/or
Php15,000.00 and /or appropriate appropriate legal action
to stop operation and
legal action to stop operation
blacklisting

Sec. 7.3

Php100.00/Lkg

Violations of SRA Rules
and Regulations

Php200.00/Lkg but in no case
Php150.00/Lkg but in no
lower than Php8,000.00 and/or
case lower than
suspension or cancellation of
Php5,000.00
license

Php150.00/Lkg

A Guide to TRADERS on
corresponding Offenses and
Penalties

Php200.00/Lkg and/or
suspension or cancellation license

Php50,000.00 per scale/van as of
Php20,000.00 per scale/
Php10,000.00 per scale/van as of
date of said unauthorized
van as of date of said
date of said unauthorized breakbreaking or removal of scale and/
unauthorized breaking of
or cancellation of license or
ing or removal of seal
seal
blacklisting, as the case maybe

Sugar Quedan
& Transaction

Other

Php20.00/Lkg but in no case
Php10.00/Lkg but in no
lower than Php15,000.00 and/or
case lower than
suspension or cacellation of
Php10,000.00
license

Sec. 3.6, 3.7

Mill

SUGAR REGULATORY
ADMINISTRATION

Php400.00/Lkg and payment of
price differential, if any, and/or
cancellation of Certificate of
Sugar Requirement for the year
and/or blacklisting.

This brochure serves as a guide
to

TRADERS

in order to

prevent and minimize penalties
and violations against SRA rules
and regulations.

Php150.00/Lkg and forfeiture of
bond and/or suspension/
revocation of license

Php200.00/Lkg and/or
suspension of license

Regulation Department
Sugar Center Bldg. North Ave.
Diliman, Quezon City
(02) 9264338
Regulation Department Visayas
(034)4353755

What are the SRA rules and
regulations I shall not violate?

MILL OPERATIONS
UNLICENSED ACTIVITIES

REPORTORIAL REQUIREMENTS

Sec. 2.1 Failure to report the export
of “A” or “D” sugar on completion
of shipment and arrival of shipment
to the US or world market, as the
case maybe, within fifteen (15) days.

Sec. 4.5 Unauthorized swapping
or advance swapping of sugar.
Sec. 4.8 Unauthorized breaking of
SRA seal of a duly calibrated
weighing scale and of an SRA
sealed container van.

Sec. 6.1 Engaging in business
as a sugar mill and/or refinery.
Sec. 6.2 Engaging in business
as sugar, molasses or
muscovado. trader.

Sec. 2.3 Failure to submit semiannual trading activity report within
15 days after the middle and end of
every Crop Year, respectively on or
before March 15 and September 15.

TRANSFER/
MOVEMENT
OF SUGAR

Sec. 2.8 Failure to comply with other
reportorial requirements not otherwise specifically stated above and
enumerated but is required under
existing and specific sugar order or
circular letters.

SUGAR AND QUEDAN TRANSACTIONS

Sec. 3.1 Failure to give on time written
notice to SRA on sugar movement or
transactions when such notice is
required.
Sec. 3.2 Unauthorized withdrawal,
transfer, or loading of “D” or “A” sugar
for export to the world market or the
US, as the case maybe.
Sec. 3.6 Unauthorized coastwise shipment of sugar from one Philippine port
to another.
Sec. 3.7 Exporting “A” or “D” sugar
without clearance.
Sec. 3.8 Failure to export “D” or make
available “D” sugar for export within the
prescribed period.

Sec. 3.9 Commission of other offenses
relating to transfer/movement of sugar not
otherwise specifically above stated and
enumerated but is required under existing
and specific sugar order or circular letters
shall likewise be penalized unless a specific
penalty is provided under existing sugar
orders .

OTHER OFFENSES
Sec. 5.1 Unauthorized use of
diversion of imported sugar or
“D” or “E” sugar by food processor/manufacturer of sugar
based products for export
other than the use for which it
was intended, such as the
use of said sugar as “B” or
Domestic Sugar).
Sec. 5.6 Failure to replenish
borrowed sugar of any class
for use as sugar of another
class other than the borrowed
sugar by the class and
volume of borrowed sugar
within the prescribed period.
(With existing bond)

Sec. 7.3 Misrepresentation/falsifying
and/or use of falsified SRA documents
to facilitate sugar movement or
transactions.

PENALTIES IMPOSED BY SRA
OFFENSES

Reportorial
Requirements

1st Offense

2nd Offense

3rd Offense

Php2,000.00/week of delay

Php3,000.00/week of delay and/or
cancellation/ revocation of
Certificate of Sugar Requirements for
the year and/or black-listing

Sec. 2.4

Php1,000.00/week of
delay

Sec. 2.5

Php100.00/Lkg and/or
Php150.00/Lkg and/or a price
a price differential if
differential if applicable
applicable

Sec. 2.7

Sec. 3.1

Transfer /
Movement of
Sugar

Sec. 3.3

Sec. 3.4

Mill
Sec. 4.8

Operations
Sugar Quedan
& Transaction

Sec. 5.1

Php200.00/Lkg and/or price differential if applicable, and/or cancellation of Certificate of Sugar
Requirement for the year and/or
black-listing

Php1,000.00/day

Php2,000.00/day

Php3,000.00/day and/or
suspension or revocation of license

Php5.00/Lkg but in no
case lower than
Php5,000.00

Php10.00/Lkg but in no case
lower than Php10,000.00

Php20.00/Lkg but in no case lower
than Php15,000.00 and/or
suspension or cancellation of license

Sec. 2.8

Php500.00/Lkg and/or suspension
or revocation of license or blackPhp200.00/Lkg
Php300.00/Lkg
listing.
Php400.00/Lkg and/or suspension
or revocation of license or blackPhp100.00/Lkg
Php200.00/Lkg
listing.
Php10,000.00 per
Php50,000.00 per scale/van as of
scale/van as of date of Php20,000.00 per scale/van as date of said unauthorized breaking
said unauthorized
of date of said unauthorized
or removal of scale and/or
breaking or removal of
cancellation of license or blacklistbreaking of seal
seal
ing, as the case maybe
Php400.00/Lkg and payment of
Php100.00/Lkg and
Php200.00/Lkg and payment of price differential, if any, and/or
payment of price difcancellation of Certificate of Sugar
price differential, if any.
ferential, if any.
Requirement

Sec. 7.1

Php100.00/Lkg but in
Php400.00/Lkg but in no case lower
Php200.00/Lkg but in no case
no case lower than
than Php30,000.00 and black-listing
lower than Php20,000.00
Php10,000.00
of said importer/consignee

Sec. 7.2

Php100.00/Lkg but in
Php400.00/Lkg but in no case lower
Php200.00/Lkg but in no case
no case lower than
than Php30,000.00 and black-listing
lower than Php20,000.00
Php10,000.00
of said importer/consignee

Other
Penalties

Sec. 7.3

Php100.00/Lkg

Php150.00/Lkg

SUGAR REGULATORY
ADMINISTRATION

Php200.00/Lkg and/or suspension
of license

Violations of SRA Rules
and Regulations
A Guide to CUSTOMS BONDED
WAREHOUSE (CBW) on
Corresponding
Offenses and Penalties

This brochure serves as a guide
to
in

ALL STAKEHOLDERS
order

minimize

to

prevent and

penalties

and

violations against SRA rules and
regulations.

Regulation Department
Sugar Center Bldg. North Ave.
Diliman, Quezon City
(032) 9264338
Regulation Department Visayas
(034)4353755

What are the offenses and penalties
imposed by SRA if I violated its rules and
regulations?

REPORTORIAL REQUIREMENTS

Sec. 2.4 Failure to submit quarterly report on
consumption of sugar, imported or domestic, used
as ingredients of sugar based-products for export.

TRANSFER/MOVEMENT OF SUGAR

Sec. 3.1 Failure to give on time written notice to SRA
on sugar movement or transactions when such notice
is required.
Sec. 3.3 Unauthorized withdrawal of imported sugar
from the port of entry or the Bureau of Customs
(BOC).
Sec. 3.4 Unauthorized withdrawal of imported premix
commodities or premix sugar from the BOC.

Sec. 2.7 Failure to report within three (3) working
days from the discovery, the sugar losses of sugar
mills due to natural calamities, warehousing
problems, pilferage or similar causes shall be
treated as losses were
incurred and any sugar
shortage shall be treated as withdrawn without
authority unless proven otherwise.

Sec. 5.1 Unauthorized
use or diversion of
imported sugar or “De” or
“E”
sugar by food
processor/manufacturer
of sugar based products
for export other than the
use for which it was
intended, such as the
use of said sugar as “B”
or Domestic Sugar .

OTHER OFFENSES

Sec. 7.1 Misdeclaration of imported sugar,
or premix commodities or its content .

Sec. 2.8 Failure to comply with other reportorial
requirements not otherwise specifically stated above
and enumerated but is required under existing and
specific sugar order or circular letters.
Sec. 2.5) Failure to liquidate within six to nine
months (6-9 months) “D” sugar used for food export,
or failure to submit liquidation report from BOC of
imported sugar used for food export within nine to
twelve months (9-12 mos.) from date of withdrawal
of sugar from mill or BOC, as the case maybe .

SUGAR QUEDAN and TRANSACTIONS

MILL OPERATIONS

Sec. 4.8 Unauthorized breaking of
the SRA seal of a duly
calibrated
weighing
scale and of an SRA
sealed container van.

Sec. 7.2 Providing or submitting samples
of imported sugar, or premix commodity, or
premix sugar for laboratory analysis other
than the correct/true representation of the
actual imported sugar, or premix commodity
or premix sugar itself or substitution of
sugar, or premix commodity, or premix
sugar for laboratory analysis purposes. The
SRA authorized representative shall do the
sampling unless the same is waived.
Sec. 7.3 Misrepresentation or falsifying,
and/or use of falsified SRA documents in
order to facilitate sugar movement or
transactions .

SUGAR REGULATORY
ADMINISTRATION

Violations of SRA Rules
and Regulations
A Guide to Mills on Corresponding
Offenses and Penalties

This brochure serves as a guide
to

MILLS

and

in order to prevent

minimize

penalties

and

violations against SRA rules and
regulations.

Sugar Center Bldg. North Ave.
Diliman, Quezon City
Quezon City Regulation Department,
telephone number (032) 9264493
Regulation Department Visayas (034)4353755

What are the offenses and penalties
imposed by SRA if I violated its rules
and regulations?

OFFENSES UNDER
MILL OPERATIONS

Sec. 2.2 Failure to submit weekly
monitoring system
(SMS) report on or before Wednesday following the weekending date of the report.

Failure to collect or remit liens to the concerned beneficiary within
the prescribed period (one month); failure to surrender to SRA
surcharged quedans within prescribed period;
understatement of production or non-quedanning of sugar produced
whether it is raw or refined whose ownership has already been
determined; unauthorized advanced refining of “A”, “C” and “D”
sugar or unauthorized withdrawals/receipts or raw sugar for refining (transfer of raw sugar to refinery); and unauthorized swapping
or advance swapping of sugar (Sec. 4.1-4.5) .

Sec. 2.6 Failure to report advance refining of “B” sugar (for
integrated mills)

Sec. 4.6 Unauthorized withdrawal of sugar (including sugar overage) from the mill/refinery or
warehouse.

Sec. 2.7 Failure to report within 3 working days from the
occurrence or discovery of the losses of sugar mills due to
natural calamities, warehousing problems, pilferages or
similar causes shall be treated as no losses and any sugar
shortage shall be treated as no losses were incurred and
any sugar shortage shall be treated under.

Sec. 4.7 Failure to calibrate weighing scales prior to milling operation.

Sec. 2.8 Failure to comply with other reportorial
requirements not otherwise specifically stated above and
enumerated but is required under existing and specific
sugar order or circular letters.

Sec. 4.10 Commission of other offenses relating to mill operations
not otherwise specifically above stated and enumerated but is
required under existing and specific sugar order or circular letters.

OFFENSES UNDER
REPORTORIAL REQUIREMENTS

OFFENSES UNDER
TRANSFER/MOVEMENT OF SUGAR
Sec. 3.1 Failure to give on time written notice to SRA on the
sugar movement or transactions when such notice is required.
Sec. 3.2 Unauthorized withdrawal, transfer, or loading of
“D” or “A” sugar for export to the world market or the US, as
the case maybe.

Sec. 4.9 Refusal/non-delivery of sugar/molasses in spite of the
surrender of quedans/molasses certificates and other documents
and
compliance with all requirements for withdrawal.

OFFENSES UNDER
SUGAR AND QUEDAN TRANSACTION

Sec. 5.1 Unauthorized use or diversion of imported sugar or
“De” or “E” sugar by food processor/manufacturer of sugar
based products for export other than the use for which it was
intended, such as the use of said sugar as “B” or Domestic
Sugar .

Sec. 3.5 Unauthorized transfer of sugar from mill/refinery to
subsidiary warehouse not within the mill/refinery compound
or unauthorized transfer of raw sugar from mill to a refinery
or in another port. And unauthorized coastwise shipment of
sugar from one port to another .

Sec. 5.2 Unauthorized withdrawal and/or use of homeless
sugar quedans

Sec. 3.6 Unauthorized coastwise shipment of sugar from
one Philippine port to another .

Sec. 5.4 Sale of any other class of sugar as “B” sugar other
than B sugar itself .

Sec. 3.9 Commission of such other offenses relating to
transfer/movement of sugar not otherwise
specifically
above stated and enumerated but is required under existing and specific sugar order or circular letters sjall likewise
be penalized unless a specific penalty is provided for under
existing sugar orders.

Sec. 5.3 Unauthorized use of unused quedans of the previous
crop year/s

Sec. 5.5.1-3 Issuing sugarless or
molasses
certificates without physical stock or manufacturing,
fabricating, or falsifying quedans or molasses certificates.
Sec. 5.6 Failure to replenish borrowed sugar of any
class for use as sugar of another class other than the
borrowed within a prescribed period.

OTHER OFFENSES UNDER
UNLICENSED ACTIVITIES
Sec. 6.1 Engaging in business as a
sugar, molasses or muscovado trader.

OTHER OFFENSE

Sec. 7.3 Misrepresentation or falsifying
and/or use of falsified SRA documents in
order to facilitate sugar
movement or
transactions.

